Sarcopenia and impairment in cognitive and physical performance
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Background: Whether older adults with sarcopenia who underperform controls on tests of physical performance and cognition also have a higher likelihood of combined cognitive-physical impairment is not clear. We assessed the impact of sarcopenia on impairment in both aspects of functionality and the relative contribution of its components, muscle mass and strength.

Methods: Two hundred and twenty-three community-dwelling adults aged 40 years and older (mean age = 68.1 ±10.6 years; 65% female) were recruited and underwent physical functionality, anthropometry, and cognitive testing. Participants with low muscle mass were categorized as pre-sarcopenic; those with low muscle mass and muscle strength as sarcopenic; those with higher muscle mass and low muscle strength only were categorized as non-sarcopenic and were compared on risk of cognitive impairment (Montreal Cognitive Assessment < 26; Ascertaining Dementia ≥ 2), physical impairment (Mini Physical Performance Test < 12), both, or neither by ordinal logistic regression.

Results: Compared to controls, those with sarcopenia were six times more likely to have combined cognitive impairment/physical impairment with a fully adjusted model showing a three-fold increased odds ratio. The results were consistent across different measures of global cognition (odds ratio = 3.46, 95% confidence interval = 1.07–11.45 for the Montreal Cognitive Assessment; odds ratio = 3.61, 95% confidence interval = 1.11–11.72 for Ascertaining Dementia 8). Pre-sarcopenic participants were not different from controls. The effect of sarcopenia on cognition is related to low muscle strength rather than low muscle mass.

Conclusion: Individuals with sarcopenia are not only more likely to have single but also to have dual impairment in cognitive and physical function. Interventions designed to prevent sarcopenia and improve muscle strength may help reduce the burden of cognitive and physical impairments of functionality in community-dwelling seniors.
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Introduction

Development of disability most commonly starts with an underlying pathologic process (eg, reduction in type II muscle fiber size) resulting in a measurable impairment (eg, reduced muscle mass and strength), and functional limitation (eg, reduced mobility and balance) ultimately resulting in some form of disability (eg, interference with activities of daily living [ADL]).1 Approximately 23.7 million older Americans reported difficulty performing ≥1 ADL (basic or instrumental) in 2011, making disability a very common, chronic condition affecting approximately three out of five adults aged ≥65 years.2 Disability also increases likelihood of falls1 and institutionalization,4 has a negative impact on quality of life,5 and increases mortality risk.6

Although physical difficulties can occur independently of cognitive decline, in many seniors, physical difficulties coexist with cognitive impairment (CI). Behavioral
Risk Factor Surveillance System 2011 data suggest that CI is present in 12.7% of individuals aged ≥60 years. Of these, 35.2% also report physical functional difficulties. Having both cognitive and physical functional impairment may be particularly taxing on the affected individuals and their caregivers. However, how cognitive and functional decline are linked and the factors that may be involved are still unclear. Identification of early markers of dual decline is therefore an important research goal.

Sarcopenia, or reduced muscle mass and function, may represent one such factor. Low muscle mass and muscle strength have each been linked to higher levels of physical limitation and disability, CI/dementia,9–11 and brain atrophy.12 While the role sarcopenia plays in the processes that leads to physical decline is generally understood and supported empirically, its relation with cognitive dysfunction is less clear. Although there is general consensus that motor neuronal dysfunction can lead to decrements in muscle mass and strength, a reverse association via decline in physical activity participation or a common underlying process cannot be ruled out,13,14 suggesting a complex interplay between physical and cognitive decline in which sarcopenia may play an important role.

These individual associations suggest that sarcopenia may also be involved in the processes that leads to combined physical-cognitive dysfunction, with potential implications for interventions targeting older adults at risk of developing both types of impairment. Moreover, since sarcopenia is a complex concept involving both low muscle mass and muscle function, a differential effect of these components on physical and cognitive functionality in later life is possible, with strength being the more consistently reported predictor of future disability.8

The goal of our study is two-fold: 1) to evaluate the association between sarcopenia and CI, physical impairment (PI) or dual impairment (CI/PI); and 2) to investigate whether the sarcopenia effect is driven by muscle mass, muscle strength, or both. We expected that sarcopenia would be associated with an increased likelihood of combined dysfunction and that muscle strength would be the most influential component.

Methods
Participants were community-dwelling adults aged 40 years and older recruited to participate in research projects studying 1) the use of screening tests to detect CI and PI in a multicultural community, and 2) corresponding biomarkers of cognitive decline at New York University (NYU), Langone Medical Center between February 2012 and January 2014.

One study (NIH Grant 5R01AG040211-02 Galvin, unpublished data, 2015) focused on medical and cognitive screening and biomarkers in older adults (age 65+ years) while a second study (Schapiro Fund, unpublished data, 2015) used the same protocol in middle-aged adults (age 40+ years). The third study (Fox Foundation, unpublished data, 2015) using the same protocol recruited a sample of healthy controls (age 50+ years) for comparison to individuals with Parkinson’s disease. For all three studies, participants were recruited via word-of-mouth, solicitation at educational seminars on dementia and other age-related conditions, collaborations with local senior centers, housing projects, churches, and other organizations advocating for the betterment of seniors, particularly minorities and other disadvantaged groups, and advertisements to individuals registered into the Research Match database maintained by NYU Clinical Science and Translational Institute. The study protocol and procedures were approved by the NYU Institutional Review Board. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant.

Potential participants were given an Institutional Review Board-approved study information sheet explaining the project objectives, and inclusion and exclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria included age ≥40 years and either English- or Spanish-speaking status. Exclusion criteria included age <40 years, primary language other than English or Spanish, established diagnosis of a primary Axis I psychiatric disorder (eg, schizophrenia, bipolar disease), or degenerative neurologic disorder (ie, Parkinson’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) that could impact cognitive and/or physical performance or cooperation with study procedures. No other exclusions were made on the basis of medical, psychiatric, or social conditions, as the goal of this part of the first aforementioned study (Galvin, unpublished data, 2015) was to determine the effectiveness, utility, willingness, acceptance, preferences, and compliance with dementia screening. Eligible individuals were offered the option of conducting the research visit at their local senior center/institution through which they were recruited or to come to the NYU Langone Medical Center.

A total of 241 participants had a clinic visit during which socio-demographic, financial, cognitive, physical, emotional, and functional health testing was performed using standardized assessment tools, and a detailed medical history was obtained. Of these, 223 (93%) had valid data on muscle mass and strength and were therefore included in this study.

Outcome variables
Cognitive function was measured using two validated methods for detecting cognitive impairment in older
adults. The Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)\textsuperscript{15} is a performance-based brief assessment of visuospatial skills, executive function, attention, language, memory recall, and orientation. A total score (range, 0–30 points) is calculated by summing up individual scores and with lower scores representing poorer cognitive performance. In community samples, a cut-off score of <26 points is suggested to indicate impaired cognitive function. To account for educational differences, an extra point is added for those with ≤12 years of education.

The Ascertaining Dementia 8 (AD8) is an eight-item, yes/no answer, patient-reported assessment (range, 0–8 points) that identifies early cognitive changes compared to previous abilities\textsuperscript{16} in memory, problem-solving, orientation, and daily activities. Originally designed as an informant-based assessment, the AD8 has been validated as a self-reported measure of cognitive change.\textsuperscript{17} The AD8 correlates highly with Alzheimer’s disease spinal fluid and imaging biomarkers.\textsuperscript{18} Higher scores imply greater likelihood of cognitive impairment, and a cut-off score ≥2 points is used to indicate impaired cognitive function.

Physical function
Physical function was measured using the Mini Physical Performance Test (MPPT),\textsuperscript{19} which includes the following tasks: pick-up-penny (a bending-over task), 50-foot usual-pace walking test, five complete chair-raises, and the progressive Romberg balance test, each ranging from 0 to 4 points with a score of 4 points indicating highest level of performance. The MPPT was derived from a regression analysis of the longer Physical Performance Test\textsuperscript{20} and was tested in a longitudinal sample of older adults with and without dementia. Changes in the MPPT scores correlated with the development of disability, the loss of independence, the risk of falls, and mortality.\textsuperscript{19} The MPPT was derived from the same scale as the Short Portable Performance Battery\textsuperscript{21} but includes a bending-over task, as these type of activities are commonly associated with falls in older adults. A total MPPT score (range, 0–16 points) is calculated by summing up scores for the four individual tasks, with lower scores implying worse physical functioning. A cut-off score of <12 points is used to indicate impaired physical function.

Cognitive-physical classifications
Using each of the two cognitive measures separately (ie, MoCA and AD8) and the physical functional test (ie, MPPT), participants were categorized as having no impairment, either CI or PI, or combined CI/PI. This classification was made to test whether patient-reported CI vs performance testing had different relationships to physical function.

Anthropometric measurements
Total muscle mass was derived from bioelectrical impedance analysis with the BC-558 Ironman Segmental Body Composition Monitor (Tanita Corporation, Arlington Heights, IL, USA) and expressed in pounds (lb). Impedence measurements of muscle mass using Tanita scales have 90% correlation with dual energy X-ray absorptiometry.\textsuperscript{22} Handgrip strength was measured with a handheld dynamometer (Baseline\textsuperscript{6} Digital Smedley Spring Dynamometer; Patterson Medical, Warrenville, IL, USA) and expressed in lb. One measurement was taken for each hand using maximal effort, and the mean of the two measurements was used in data analysis. Due to its correlation to other strength measures, handgrip strength is often used in aging studies as an indicator of overall muscle strength.\textsuperscript{23}

Predictor variable
The concept of sarcopenia was first proposed in 1989 by Irwin Rosenberg to describe the loss of skeletal muscle mass with aging,\textsuperscript{24} and guidelines for defining sarcopenia based on muscle mass were proposed.\textsuperscript{25} Loss of muscle function as measured by muscle strength has since been added to the definition of sarcopenia.\textsuperscript{26} More recent guidelines suggest low physical performance as another alternative measure of muscle dysfunction (either low muscle strength or low physical performance), although presence of low muscle mass remains an essential diagnosis criterion.\textsuperscript{27} Other measures of sarcopenia include the Short Portable Sarcopenic Measure consisting of lean body mass index (BMI), grip strength, and lower extremity strength (timed chair rises).\textsuperscript{22} However, the inclusion of poor physical performance (eg, gait speed) in the definition of sarcopenia has been questioned, as its effectiveness in identifying sarcopenic cases is similar to that of the muscle mass and strength algorithm.\textsuperscript{28} Therefore, for the purpose of this study, we categorized participants into the following groups: non-sarcopenic (high muscle mass and high muscle strength), pre-sarcopenic (low muscle mass and high muscle strength), and sarcopenic (low muscle mass and low muscle strength). Since low muscle mass is a required component of sarcopenia, and current guidelines do not include low muscle strength alone as evidence of pre-sarcopenia,\textsuperscript{27} participants with low strength but high mass were included in the non-sarcopenia group. For the purpose
of this study, low muscle mass and strength were defined as being in the bottom quartile of the sample distribution.

**Covariates**

Increased age, female sex, minority status (White vs non-White), BMI; measured as weight/height\(^2\) are significant correlates of CI, PI, and/or sarcopenia, and were included as potential covariates in data analysis. Depressive symptoms were measured with the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale\(^29\) and were included as a covariate.

**Data analysis**

Mean differences in the variables of interest among the three outcome groups (no impairment; CI or PI; combined CI/PI) were analyzed with analysis of variance and chi-square tests (Table 1). We then employed a series of ordinal logistic regression models to investigate the effect of sarcopenia on the likelihood of combined CI/PI (Table 2). The first model tests the unadjusted effect of sarcopenia on the outcome, the second model adds age, sex, race, and BMI to the equation, and the third model additionally includes depression. The Akaike Information Criterion was used to identify the model that best fits the data using a score of \(>4\) as the cut-off point for both MoCA and AD8.\(^30\) All models satisfied the proportional odds assumption. The proportional odds ratio that results from ordinal logistic models is interpreted as odds of having both types of impairment against the cumulative odds of having either one impairment or none associated with one unit increase in the predictor (ie, pre-sarcopenia vs controls; sarcopenia vs controls). Results are presented separately for MoCA and AD8, the two measures of cognitive function investigated in this study. In order to investigate whether the inclusion of low muscle strength only in the non-sarcopenia group would have an impact on our results, we conducted a sensitivity analysis in which low muscle strength alone was included as a separate group. Last, in order to determine which component of sarcopenia (muscle mass or strength) drives the association with impairment, we modeled the effect of having low vs higher muscle mass and strength, respectively, on the odds of combined CI/PI adjusted for age, sex, race, BMI, and depression (Table 3). Data analysis was performed using the SAS system version 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA) and a \(P\)-value of \(<0.05\) to indicate statistical significance.

**Results**

As Table 1 indicates, compared to participants with either none or one type of impairment, CI/PI participants were older, less educated, more likely to be female and non-White, had lower muscle mass and strength, took longer to walk 50 feet, and had poorer cognitive performance on both MoCA and AD8. The three groups also differed in terms of level of comorbidity, as measured by the Charlson Comorbidity Index, with higher comorbidity in dually impaired participants than in those with either type of impairment or none (2.5±1.4 vs 1.9±1.3 and 0.9±1.2, respectively; overall \(P<0.001\)). In addition, when using AD8 to measure cognitive abilities, a dose-response association was found between depression and type of impairment, with a mean depression score of 3.7 in those with no impairment, 6.1 in those with either type of impairment, and 7.5 in the dually impaired group.

The proportion of participants in each of the three outcome groups by sarcopenia category is presented in Figure 1.

**Table 1** Participant characteristics by level of impairment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Cognitive impairment (MoCA &lt;26) and physical impairment</th>
<th>Cognitive impairment (AD8 ≥2) and physical impairment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Either type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, yrs</td>
<td>62.9 (±9.7)</td>
<td>66.5 (±10.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, yrs</td>
<td>14.8 (±3.2)</td>
<td>14.2 (±3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, %</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>55.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White race, %</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, lb/in(^2)</td>
<td>27.6 (±6.2)</td>
<td>27.8 (±5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>4.6 (±3.6)</td>
<td>5.4 (±4.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle mass, lb</td>
<td>106.4 (±24.7)</td>
<td>105.8 (±22.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip strength, lb</td>
<td>64.3 (±26.7)</td>
<td>58.7 (±24.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking time, sec</td>
<td>13.6 (±2.2)</td>
<td>14.8 (±3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCA score, 0–30 points</td>
<td>27.8 (±1.3)</td>
<td>21.9 (±4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD8 score, 0–8 points</td>
<td>1.1 (±1.8)</td>
<td>1.8 (±1.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Physical impairment = MPPT <12 points; depression was measured with HADSD. All data are ± SD unless otherwise noted.

Abbreviations: yrs, years; lb, pounds; sec, seconds; in, inches; SD, standard deviation; BMI, Body Mass Index; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; MPPT, Mini Physical Performance Test; HADS, Hospital Anxiety Depression Scale; AD8, Ascertaining Dementia 8.
While nearly one in three of those without evidence of sarcopenia had neither CI (based on MoCA) nor PI, only one in 12 sarcopenic participants had no impairment. Similarly, 20% of controls had combined CI/PI while the proportion was three times higher in those with sarcopenia. Pre-sarcopenic participants fell between controls and sarcopenic participants. This stepwise association is further evidenced in Table 2, in which the odds of being dually impaired vs singly impaired or non-impaired were 10%–50% higher in the pre-sarcopenia group (depending on the cognitive measure used) but 250% higher in the sarcopenia group in the fully adjusted model. Statistical significance was achieved for sarcopenia but not for pre-sarcopenia (P=0.415 for MoCA; P=0.867 for AD8). Akaiake Information Criterion scores indicate the fully adjusted model as best fitting the data. Our sensitivity analysis indicates that inclusion of low muscle strength only in the non-sarcopenia group did not impact our result. The effect of pre-sarcopenia and sarcopenia on the likelihood of combined CI/PI remained unchanged (odds ratio [OR] =1.353, P=0.590 OR =1.568, P=0.406 for pre-sarcopenia vs non-sarcopenia using AD8 and MOCA, respectively; OR =4.658, P=0.013 and OR =3.574, P=0.037 for sarcopenia vs non-sarcopenia using AD8 and MOCA, respectively).

Lastly, we investigated the individual effect of low muscle mass and strength on the outcome (Table 3). The fully adjusted models using MoCA scoring <26 points for CI show no significant individual effect of either low muscle mass or low strength, although the effect sizes indicate at least a 50% higher odds of combined CI/PI associated with both sarcopenia components. The AD8 measure, however, indicates a significant effect for muscle strength, with the group scoring in the bottom quartile of strength being almost three times more likely to have combined CI/PI than either one impairment or none compared to their higher muscle strength counterparts. No effect was seen for muscle mass (P=0.13).

**Discussion**

In this cross-sectional analysis of a large sample of community-dwelling older adults from diverse backgrounds, we found that sarcopenia, defined as low muscle mass and muscle strength, is associated with having a combination of CI and PI. Low muscle mass, defined in this study as pre-sarcopenia stage, does not appear to increase the likelihood of combined CI/PI when compared to high muscle mass and strength, suggesting that the increased link with sarcopenia likely comes from having low muscle strength.

More than 2.6 million adults aged 60 years and older reported CI accompanied by physical functional impairment in 2011. For these individuals and their families, finding ways to improve quality of life is of paramount importance. Moreover, understanding the correlates of combined CI/PI may lead to preventative programs and is therefore of great importance from a public health perspective. While poor cognitive and functional performance and higher levels of ADL limitations, particularly with complex tasks have been identified, are important predictors of combined CI/PI, a focus on factors that occur earlier in the impairment process is likely a better approach to prevention.

---

**Table 2** Likelihood of having both cognitive and physical functional impairment (vs either type of impairment or none), according to level of sarcopenia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of sarcopenia</th>
<th>OR of having both cognitive impairment (based on MoCA) and physical impairment*</th>
<th>OR of having both cognitive impairment (based on AD8) and physical impairment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
<td>Adjusted 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-sarcopenia</td>
<td>0.90 (0.426–1.940)</td>
<td>1.09 (0.415–3.853)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarcopenia</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>438.3</td>
<td>376.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Adjusted 1, adjusted for age, sex, race, and BMI. Adjusted 2, adjusted 1 + depression. *Physical impairment based on total Mini PPT score (<12). The values in parentheses represent 95% confidence intervals.

**Abbreviations:** N, number of subjects; AIC, Akaike Information Criterion; OR, odds ratio; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; AD8, Ascertaining Dementia 8; vs, versus.

---

**Table 3** Individual effect of muscle mass and muscle strength on cognitive and functional impairment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>OR of combined impairment (MoCA)*</th>
<th>OR of combined impairment (AD8)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low vs normal/high MM</td>
<td>2.290 (0.970–5.407)</td>
<td>1.946 (0.816–4.639)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low vs normal/high grip strength</td>
<td>1.498 (0.708–3.172)</td>
<td>2.673 (1.213–5.627)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** *Adjusted for age, sex, race, BMI, and depression. The values in parentheses represent 95% confidence intervals.

**Abbreviations:** BMI, body mass index; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; MM, muscle mass; vs, versus; OR, odds ratio; AD8, Ascertaining Dementia 8.
Sarcopenia captures early-stage changes in muscles that can affect one’s physical functionality either at the person-level (eg, locomotion, balance) or the more socially-integrated level of being able to fulfill social roles considered normal for an older person (eg, ADL, hobbies). For example, in large samples of senior populations, low muscle mass and strength have been associated with a higher likelihood of both self-reported and objectively measured physical limitation and disability.\(^9,31\) as well as brain atrophy\(^12\) and dementia.\(^32\)

Our combined CI/PI measure (with three levels: no impairment, CI or PI, and combined CI/PI) required ordinal logistic regression modeling in which the likelihood of combined impairment is estimated against the cumulative likelihood of either impairment or none, therefore making it difficult to distinguish the effect of sarcopenia on the two individual types of impairment. However, our findings point to sarcopenia as being an important correlate of CI/PI and therefore a potentially important factor to consider in our efforts to identify individuals at risk of developing both disability and dementia. The effect is substantial and robust, holding across different measures of cognition and after adjustment for significant correlates of both CI and PI. This supports previous reports of associations between sarcopenia or its components and individual functional outcomes, such as physical and cognitive function. For example, in a large sample of participants in the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, sarcopenia measured as low skeletal muscle mass was linked to functional impairment and disability after adjustment for age, race, BMI, health behaviors, and comorbidity.\(^31\) In another large epidemiologic study of health and aging, low grip strength defined as being in the lowest 20% of the sample distribution was associated with physical limitation and instrumental activities of daily living disability.\(^9\) A lower level of grip strength was also reported to increase the risk of Alzheimer’s disease in cognitively normal older adults.\(^32\) Although we are unaware of any reports on an association with combined CI/PI, our finding suggests that older adults on route to developing physical disabilities and/ or dementia, as evidenced by lower cognitive and physical performance, may be targeted for interventions to maintain function and delay/prevent impairment/disability as soon as they exhibit signs of decreased muscle function.

Pre-sarcopenia, defined as low muscle mass in accordance with current guidelines,\(^27\) did not appear to increase likelihood of combined CI/PI compared to having normal mass and strength. This could be interpreted as suggesting that low muscle mass by itself is not a significant contributor. Since our sarcopenia categorization scheme does not allow direct investigation of the individual effect of the two components of sarcopenia, we ran separate ordinal logistic regression models contrasting low and higher muscle mass and strength in terms of likelihood of combined CI/PI. In fully adjusted models, we found evidence that muscle strength is likely the component driving the effect of sarcopenia. This finding supports recent reports of a stronger impact of strength on physical and cognitive functionality compared to muscle mass.\(^9,11,32,33\) For example, in a cross-sectional analysis of a large cohort of elderly Australian men, measures of upper and lower extremity muscle strength were stronger predictors of PI and disability compared to either muscle mass or muscle quality.\(^9\) Similarly, studies investigating the differential effect on cognition suggest superiority of muscle strength as a correlate/predictor of cognitive functionality.\(^11,32,33\) This result is expected, as age-related strength loss appears to surpass the age-related loss of muscle mass,\(^44\) and the former is not entirely explained by the latter.\(^35\) Recently published evidence from the Foundation for the National Institutes of Health (FNIH) Biomarkers Consortium Sarcopenia Project, pooling data from nine large international studies of community-dwelling older adults (N=26,625 adults), suggests that non-mass pathways to low muscle strength and poor physical function are possible and that low muscle mass may be a significant contributor to poor physical function only when accompanied by weakness.\(^50\) This provides further evidence that low strength is likely the strongest contributor to poor functionality.
Although lower extremity strength is more relevant for gait and balance, handgrip strength is highly correlated to other measures of muscle strength\textsuperscript{37} and can therefore be used as a good indicator of overall muscle strength. In addition, it can be easily and inexpensively measured in geriatric practice and can help identify those at increased risk for negative health outcomes including disability, falls, and frailty.\textsuperscript{38} Our findings indicate that handgrip strength can also be used as a marker for concurrent CI and PI. Prospective studies are needed to confirm that the observed cross-sectional associations operate longitudinally, and to help establish a causal link between sarcopenia and low muscle strength in particular, and development of comorbid CI/PI.

Several mechanisms could explain the link between sarcopenia and low muscle strength and dual CI/PI. Declines in muscle mass and strength resulting from normal aging (eg, age-related muscle fiber atrophy\textsuperscript{46,47} and decline in muscle mitochondrial function\textsuperscript{48}), secondary events (eg, acute trauma) or disease-related processes (eg, myopathy, muscular dystrophy) can lead to physical limitations and disability, even in the absence of evident CI. The coexistence of CI and PI in some older adults, however, suggests a close link between these two processes, although at the present time this interconnectedness is poorly understood. Based on evidence of greater decline in muscle strength in older adults with poor cognition,\textsuperscript{41} one likely pathway involves CI as a precedent of muscle wasting and PI. CI at its earliest stages may lead to physical inactivity, which in turn leads to muscle mass and strength loss and therefore to poor physical performance.\textsuperscript{42} In addition, loss of motor neurons can lead to loss of motor units, which in the context of age-related reductions in neuron-muscle fiber re-innervation processes\textsuperscript{43} translates into muscle atrophy and wasting, and subsequent physical decline. However, recent evidence of increased risk of Alzheimer’s disease in cognitively normal but mildly physically impaired older individuals suggests that physical decline may also precede and lead to cognitive decline,\textsuperscript{44} possibly through a reduction in level of participation in physical activities, which negatively impacts cognition. Finally, cognitive and physical decline could share common underlying processes, such as low-level chronic inflammation, oxidative stress, and depression. The skeletal muscle can produce and secrete interleukin-1, interleukin-6, and other important myokines,\textsuperscript{45} which in turn have been implicated in cognitive and physical functional degenerative processes.\textsuperscript{46,47} Oxidative stress has been linked to sarcopenia\textsuperscript{46} and PI,\textsuperscript{49} and has also been found to be involved in neuronal degeneration and CI.\textsuperscript{50} Associations between CI, depression, and sarcopenia have also been reported.\textsuperscript{51} In our study, depression was not a significant mediator of the association of sarcopenia and combined CI/PI, reducing the effect of sarcopenia on the outcome based on the performance measure of cognition but not when based on the self-reported measure of cognition (Table 2). This result suggests that other mechanisms including those described in this section, may play a bigger role in these associations.

These results should be discussed keeping in mind limitations related to our study. Due to its cross-sectional design, we are unable to establish directionality in the associations between sarcopenia and dual CI/PI. Longitudinal studies are needed, as they will indicate whether interventions to prevent development of comorbid CI/PI would be successful if designed to address muscle strength loss. Also, our choice of muscle mass measure (ie, absolute mass) may have reduced our ability to detect an association with muscle mass. Relative (to BMI), but not absolute, muscle mass has been reported as a potentially significant contributor to development of mobility impairment in previous studies.\textsuperscript{31,52} However, since we did adjust for the effect of BMI, we believe that the likelihood of this threat is relatively low and that our results could be interpreted as indicating that low muscle mass that is not associated with low muscle strength may be a non-important threat to functionality. Strengths of our study include the relatively large sample size, representativeness of our sample, and use of standardized instruments to measure muscle mass, muscle strength, and physical and cognitive function.

In conclusion, our findings suggest that sarcopenia and its strength component in particular, may be used as an indicator for combined CI/PI, which when present suggests a risk for development of functional limitations and disability and/or dementia. Given the success reported for physical activity interventions in improving physical and cognitive performance, even among individuals with sarcopenia,\textsuperscript{53} whether working by improving strength via increasing muscle mass or through other pathways,\textsuperscript{36} such interventions have the potential to delay development of physical disability and dementia, and therefore address an important public health concern.
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